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The biaxiality ordering of molecular orientation of a monolayer at the liquid-air interface is theoretically
analyzed assuming that the molecular dipole of the constituent rodlike molecules is not parallel to the molecu-
lar long axis. Two independent order parameters, biaxiality parameterj and the orientational order parameter
Szz @5^P2~cosu!&#, exhibit a smooth change from zero at a critical molecular areaA0 by monolayer compres-
sion.j is found to be not so weak in monolayers on a water surface, due to the dipole-medium interaction. This
prediction may be confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance and nonlinear optical techniques.
@S1063-651X~96!04112-8#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.2m, 68.15.1e

The equilibrium physico-chemical properties of insoluble
monolayers at the air-water interface, Langmu¨ir monolayers,
have been studied intensively for over a half century. Only
recently, a variety of experimental methods including scat-
tering, spectroscopic, and electrical techniques have been de-
veloped to study the molecular order and orientation of
monolayers on a water surface@1–3#. On the theoretical side,
however, most studies on the molecular orientation of mono-
layers have considered only the uniaxial nematical ordering
@4#, which is represented by the Saupe ordering matrix@5#:

S5S S' 0 0

0 S' 0

0 0 Si

D , ~1!

with Si2S'5DS0^P2~cosu!&5DS0S. Hereu is the tilt angle
of hydrocarbon chains away from the normal direction of the
monolayer surface. That is,u is the tilt angle of the long axis
of the rodlike molecule in the monolayer or the directornW of
the nematic layer.̂ & denotes the thermodynamics average
andP2 is the parameter represented as the second-order Leg-
endre polynomial. Unfortunately, in these studies, the polar
alignment of monolayers has not been discussed although it
is of great importance for a profound understanding of Lang-
müir monolayers@6#.

Recently, we have investigated the polar orientational or-
dering of the molecular orientation in a monolayer at the
water-air interface, using the interaction model by taking into
account the interaction working between an amphiphilic
molecule and a medium surface@7#. The model starts from a
uniaxial molecular structure, assuming that the molecular di-
pole of the constituent rodlike molecule is parallel to the
molecular long axis, i.e., a molecular structure having cylin-
drical symmetry. Generally, this is inconsistent in the prac-
tical structure of the molecules because there is an angle
between the molecular dipole and long axis.

In this paper we extend our previous study of the molecu-
lar orientation in the monolayer to the general case, and dis-
cuss the biaxiality ordering of molecular orientation of the
monolayer, assuming that the molecular dipole is not parallel
to the molecular long axis. We show that even if the mol-
ecules of the monolayer at the liquid-air interface constitut-
ing the phase have macroscopically cylindrical symmetry,
we still require two independent order parameters to repre-
sent the monolayer phase, corresponding to the biaxiality of
the phase@8#. The obtained relationship between the biaxial-
ity ordering and the molecular structures may have practical
significance in the experiment with nuclear magnetic reso-
nance~NMR! and nonlinear optical techniques@9#.

The basic geometry used in the present model is the same
as that used in our previous work@7#, except that the dipole
direction and position are different, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Each molecule occupies a mean molecular areaA on the
water surface. The critical areaA0 is defined asp l

2, wherel
is the partial length of the molecules along their long axis
above the liquid surface, e.g., the length of the hydrophobic
group ~usually one or two long hydrocarbon chains!. The
molecular dipole with a momentP is assumed in the long
molecular axis at a distances l ~0,s,1! from the terminal
point at the water surface and with an angleuD from the long
axis, as shown in Fig. 1. The distribution of the tilted angle
u, the angle between the molecular long axis and the normal
direction to the water surface, i.e., thez direction of the
laboratory frame, is governed by the interaction of the dipole
with water. It is well known that such a dipole at a distance
d5s l cosu from the water surface experiences an electro-
static Coulomb force as if there were an image dipole with a
moment2P(ew2em)/(ew1em) at the same distance on the
other side of the interface, i.e., the water surface, whereem
and ew are the dielectric constant of the monolayer and the
water, respectively. This force corresponds to an interaction
energy given by@10#
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W~u,uL!52P2S ew2em
ew1em

D 11cos2uL
32pe0~s l cosu!3

, ~2!

wheree0 is the permittivity of free space anduL is the angle
of the dipole direction from thez direction. Obviously, from
Eq. ~2!, we have the same conclusion as that described in our
previous paper@7#. That is, because ofew.em , the dipole
always experiences an attractive force to the water surface,
therefore the molecules must lie on the water surface~u
5p/2! when the molecular areaA.A0 . In contrast, in the
case of the molecular areaA,A0 by monolayer compres-
sion, the molecular orientation is confined in the range of

0<u<u(A)5arcsinAA/A0!, due to the effect of hard-core-
intermolecular repulsive forces. The major progress in the
present model is the interaction energy written by Eq.~2!,
which has included the effect of the biaxial molecules@11#
by using the angleuL .

In order to reveal the effect ofuL , let us consider a frame
(xm ,ym ,zm) fixed in the discussed molecule wherezm direc-
tion is parallel to the molecular long axis, with Euler angles
~a,b,g! defined as the convention in Ref.@12#. We have the
following relationship between the molecular frame and the
laboratory one (x,y,z) as

S x
y
z
D 5S cosa cosg2sina cosb sing, 2cosa sing2sina cosb cosg, sina sinb

sina cosg1cosa cosb sing, 2sina sing1cosa cosb cosg, 2cosa sinb

sinb sing, 2sinb cosg, cosb
D S xm

ym

zm

D . ~3!

From Eq.~3! it is clear thatb is just the tilt angleu. Without
loss of generality, we can here assume that the dipole is in

the plane ofym50; i.e., PW /P5(sinuD,0,cosuD) in the mo-
lecular frame, then we have

cosuL5~zW/z!•~PW /P!5sinb sing sinuD1cosb cosuD .
~4!

By substituting the equation above into Eq.~2! and replacing
b with u, we obtain the orientation distribution function:

f ~u,g!5
e2W~u,g!/kT

Z
, ~5!

whereZ is the single-particle partition written as

Z5E
0

2p

dgE
0

u~A!

e2W~u,g!/kT sinu du. ~6!

Herek is Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute tempera-
ture.

So far, all the attempts to extend the Maier-Saupe theory,
which is a uniaxial-molecule model@5#, to a biaxial molecule
still make some special assumptions about the molecular
symmetry and the potential form@8,11#, which are still not
close to the real physical interaction as presently proposed in
Eq. ~2! for the monolayer. Moreover, the challenging prob-
lem here is to prove that the real interaction between molecu-
lar dipole and medium is able to induce the biaxiality order-
ing. For the purpose, one should calculate the Saupe ordering
matrix @8#:

Sab5
3l al b2dab

2
, ~7!

where l a (a5x,y,z) is the direction cosine of the director
nW with respect to the molecule fixed frame@13#. In the
present case, the director is just the normal of the surface,
i.e., zW direction. Hence we have from Eq.~3! the direc-
tion l x5(zW/z)•(xWm /xm)5sinu sing, l y5(zW/z)•(yW m /ym)
5sinu cosg, and l z5(zW/z)•(zWm /zm)5cosu. Substituting
these into Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and ~7!, one now can obtain the
detailed form ofSab . Unfortunately, because of the com-
plexity of the f (u,g) defined in Eq.~5!, one only can calcu-
late them with numerical method and we cannot gain a clear
picture of the detailed form ofSab . To search for an analyti-
cal solution we follow the treatment in the hard rod model of
the nematic-isotropic phase transition by Onsager@14# by
expanding the function of exp[2W(u,g)/kT] and neglect-
ing higher-order terms as in the following approximation:

e2W~u,g!/kT512W~u,g!/kT. ~8!

Given these, we then have from Eq.~6! the approximate
partition function:

FIG. 1. Sketch of rodlike molecular model for Langmu¨ir film at
the air-water interface.
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Z52p@12cosu~A!#1
p

2
h$~32cos2uD!

3@cos22u~A!21#

1~226 cos2uD!ln cosu~A!%, ~9!

whereu(A) has been defined above and dimensionless pa-
rameter h5P2[( ew2em)/(ew1em)]/32pe0(s l )

3kT de-
scribes the relative strength of the dipolar-medium interac-
tion energy with respect tokT. With this first-order
approximation, we have obtained the following results:

l zl z5cos2u5E
0

2p

dgE
0

u~A!

cos2u f ~u,g!sinu du ~10!

5
2p

Z S 13 @12cos3u~A!#1
1

4
h~3 cos2uD21!@12cos2u~A!#1

1

2
h~cos2uD23!ln cosu~A! D , ~11!

l xl x5sin2u sin2g5E
0

2p

dgE
0

u~A!

sin2u sin2g f ~u,g!sinu du

5
2p

Z S 16 @223 cosu~A!13 cos3u~A!#1
1

16
h~327 cos2uD!@12cos2u~A!#

1
5

4
h~12cos2uD!ln cosu~A!1

1

16
h~723 cos2 uD!@cos22u~A!21# D , ~12!

l yl y5sin2u cos2g5E
0

2p

dgE
0

u~A!

sin2u cos2g f ~u,g!sinu du5
2p

Z S 16 @223 cosu~A!1cos3u~A!#

1
1

16
h~125 cos2uD!@12cos2u~A!#1

3

4
h~12cos2uD!ln cosu~A!1

1

16
h~52cos2uD!@cos22u~A!21# D , ~13!

and

l xl y5 l xl z5 l yl z50. ~14!

Now, from Eqs.~7!–~13! it is shown that the Saupe ordering
matrix is a diagonalized matrix but biaxial order parameter
Sxx2Syy does not vanish ifhÞ0. In other words, we have
achieved the conclusion that the dipole-medium interaction
must induce the biaxiality of the monolayer. In fact, with
Eqs. ~7!–~13! we can write the obtained ordering matrix as
@8#

S5S 2 1
2Szz1j 0 0

0 2 1
2Szz2j 0

0 0 Szz

D , ~15!

wherej is the biaxiality parameter expressed as

j52
3p

16Z
h sin2uD@cos22u~A!2cos2u~A!

14 ln cosu~A!#. ~16!

This clearly reveals the origin of the biaxiality, which is
induced by the symmetry breaking from cylindrical symme-

try of the molecules~i.e., uDÞ0!. If the molecules have the
cylindrical symmetry~i.e., uD50!, biaxiality parameterj
vanishes and onlySzz is left. This is exactly equivalent to
^P2~cosu!&, which represents the uniaxial nematic ordering.

FIG. 2. Two order parameters as a function of molecular area
A/A0 . ~a! The biaxial order parameterSzz. ~b! The biaxiality pa-
rameterj.
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The analytical results of Eqs.~9!–~11! also reveal that on
compressing molecular areaA to A0 , both order parameters
Szz andj smoothly change from zero as long ashÞ0. So we
called the orientation phase transition a weak first-order
phase transition induced by compressing the molecular area
@7#. These can be seen from the numerical calculation
shown in Fig. 2, in which we chosel50.56 nm,
P50.8 D on the basis of our experimental data on
4-cyano-48-n-pentyl-bi-phenyl~5CB! monolayers@15#. Fur-
ther, for simplicity, we assumedew580, em51, s50.5,
uD5p/6, andT5300 K in the calculation. From Fig. 2 we
found that the biaxiality parameterj is on the order of 1022

for the monolayer. For a long time the biaxial order param-
eter has been very difficult to determine, although the param-
eter has been measured for certain mesogens by measuring
the dipolar splitting of the NMR spectrum, and it was found
to be nonzero@16#. Applying a HD decoupling experiment to

a deuterated 5CB in the nematic phase, one measured
Szz50.66 andj50.012 @16#. The remarkable difference in
the magnitude betweenSzz and j is of two orders, which
confirms our present theoretical prediction: Ifj is seen as a
perturbation quantity then the biaxial order parameter is a
higher-order perturbation comparing withSzz as shown in
Refs.@10,14#. But for the strongly polar molecules this situ-
ation may change and should be confirmed in future experi-
ments. In fact, the previous measurements, such as those
reported in Ref.@16#, are performed in the bulk phase. It is
expected from our present theory that the biaxiality order
parameter may be found to be not so weak in the monolayer
at the liquid-air interface. This may open the field to a study
of the connection between the theory relating to monolayer’s
and experimental technique, such as the NMR spectrum,
nonlinear optics, and other techniques.
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